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THREE DIMENSIONS 

TO DEVELOP 

A favourable climate for social 
economy stakeholders to be 
aware of the need to identify 
act ions to i nc rease the 
visibility of the necessity for 
C o r p o r a t e S o c i a l 
Entrepreneurship and the 
deve lopment of a more 
socially aware entrepreneurial 
society in regions. 

TO CO-CREATE 

An innovative, multidisciplinary 
European Corporate Social 
Entrepreneurship Curriculum 
(ECSEC) to be incorporated 
i n t o H E I e d u c a t i o n 
p ro g ra m m e s a c ro s s a l l 
disciplines. 

TO ESTABLISH 

A sustainable environment that 
facilitates the exchange, flow 
and co-creation of knowledge 
between HEIs and enterprises: 
resulting in the creation of new 
business opportunities dealing 
with social change both within 
and external to organisations. 

      
   CORPORATE SOCIAL  
    ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

    (CSE) CURRICULUM 

 Project News | Partnership | CSE and more

THE FUTURE  
IS SOCIAL

EMBRACING CORPORATE SOCIAL 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE  
Groningen, Netherlands, 29-30 September 2021  

Hanze University of Applied Sciences hosted a one-day 
event for the EMBRACE project partners to meet and 
interact with local stakeholders engaged in social and 
regional challenges in the Groningen region. There were 11 
partners present from Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, 
Lithuania and the Netherlands. The European Experience of 
Corporate Social Entrepreneurship (CSE) event started with 
a bus journey to a medieval city where CSE is practiced. 
Professor Willem Foorthuis explained the historical and 
cultural context of the province that frames CSE activities 
of the best practices and how the region is experimenting 
in creating a regional innovation framework. 

Diederich Bakker, Professor of International Business 
welcomed the delegation in Appingedam and explained 
how it was important to work in the region and across 
regions linking businesses and other local communities to 
students and researchers to support new developments 
and local challenges. The concept of Corporate Social 
Entrepreneurship (CSE) is important in these activities to 
support transitions of businesses from models of profit 
maximization to those where ecological and social impacts 
are as important as economic efficiency. Iris Rickhoff, CEO 
of Domhan-vision, Germany, partner of the EMBRACE 
project showed a video to explain what Corporate Social 
Entrepreneurship entai ls. Teresa Cunha Algre from 
University Porto, handed the Handbook for Corporate Social 
Entrepreneurs to Rudolf Doornkamp of Univé, this company 
was one of the good practices in the Handbook.  
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

PARTNERS: EMBRACE CSE Curriculum Framework  

During the meeting, the partners were engaged in 
discussing the EMBRACE CSE Curriculum Framework in 
two groups. One from the point of view businesses making 
the journey from CSR to CSE and what triggers were 
needed to help them make the move.  

http://csembrace.eu

Project news and updates 
Info about partners

Project results 
Information in 9 languages 

Access to EMBRACEedulab

STORY OF UNIVÉ 

Rudolf Doornkamp took the stage and presented the story 
of Univé and how it is revisiting its cooperative roots to 
become more than an insurance company. This inspiring 
story tells how the community and its (cooperative) 
members have become the centre of their strategy even as 
they are providing insurance services. The community 
event that was held nearby illustrated their commitment to 
engage with local government agencies, other businesses 
and social organizations to create happy and healthy lives 
for their communities. These communities have their own 
platforms and digital communities sharing their initiatives 
with pride. Univé is shifting its business strategies to 
service and support of societal needs and this transition 
started in 2016 and is still on-going (see the Handbook for 
CSE). Next, Willem Foorthuis indicated that the questions 
Univé has been asking itself are relevant to all companies 
involved in a transition to become more social, even so 
universities: ‘What is the essence of the company or 
university? What is the vision for the future?’ The project on 
CSE helps innovation processes by supplying the tools to 
develop awareness and competences for the transition.  
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Disclaimer: The information and views set out in this publication 
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official 
opinion of the European Union. Neither the European Union 
institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may 

IWP APPINGEDAM 

The next speaker was Lies Oldenhof, manager of the Innovation Workplace (IWP), explained what 
they do in the IWP. They organize meetings to get information on challenges faced by local networks 
(social and entrepreneurial), design projects and connect students to provide answers that will trigger 
innovation for these challenges. Key themes in the area and the IWP Appingedam are earth quakes, 
well-being/loneliness, entrepreneurship and renewable energy. Every year about 80 students work in 
small groups on issues identified by local actors. The IWP office was provided by Univé as part of 
their commitment to regional development. 

UNIVÉ IN THE COMMUNITY and APPINGEDAM 

The delegates next visited the joint Univé and Safety Region Groningen in their Community event, 
opened by the Elderman Meindert Joostens. The key focus was on promoting awareness and support 
for fire safety in the community. Various local businesses and residents participated in this event. This 
was followed by a brief walk through the medieval city of Appingedam with its canals, small bridges, 
houses with hanging kitchens before heading to Zuidhorn. 

AREA COOPERATIVE WESTERKWARTIER and RABOBANK 

The delegates were welcomed by the Elderman of the Municipality of Westerkwartier, Elly Pastoor and she 
explained how it was important to work with local government, education, businesses and civil society 
(quadruple helix (Q4) constellations) to achieve sustainability and lifelong learning for the community. She 
applauded the work of the area cooperative in connecting Q4 actors and providing space and stimulus for 
innovation. She was also proud of the national and international attention that municipality of Westerkwartier 
is getting for its good practice of corporate social entrepreneurship and hoped that the delegation would take 
home lessons they have learnt. 

The EMBRACE partners showed the video on CSE and presented the Elderman, the Rabobank director and 
Hans Bergsma from Area Cooperative Westerkwartier with the Handbook for CSE and invited them to tell us 
how they will go forward. 

After this, Carlo Eisinga, director of Rabobank North, explained how the Rabobank, a bank with cooperative 
roots, is also engaged in supporting regional challenges and innovation capacities locally through 
collaborations with the area cooperative. Rabobank supports sustainability, by rewarding small businesses 
with lower interest rates for sustainable behaviours. Rabobank has over 11,000 SMEs amongst their clients for 
whom they organize events to learn from each other since entrepreneurs/farmers listen better to other 
entrepreneurs. 
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TRANSNATIONAL MEETING  
A transnational partner (hybrid) meeting took place on the 30th morning at Hanze’s campus in 
Groningen. Waterford Institute of Technology hosted the meeting digitally. All 10 partners 
participated in this meeting to discuss project progress, results and future activities.  
The CSE European Experience hosted by Hanze was a success as reflected by the many new ideas 
taken home by the partners even as the physical meeting was an enriching experience after 18  

The transnational event and partner meeting took place with COVID-19 regulations. This meant that 
not all partners were present and therefore a video capture of the highlights was made (soon on the 
EMBRACE website). months of digital meetings. 

The Area Cooperative Westerkwartier is part of the Regional Innovation Framework (RIF), and works on CSE 
principles - supporting businesses, (semi-)government bodies and educational institutions in their region to 
become more ‘social’. Director Hans Bergsma explained that the RIF consists of area cooperatives, IWPs 
and a regional cooperative. In the book Engaged, published by Hanze, details about the history of these 
related concepts and the present situation are described. Questions from the region, bottom-up processes, 
are the starting point and these are translated into student projects. The IWP coordinates the process of 
collecting ideas and questions into project work and presenting the results. Sometimes multiple IWPs are 
involved and the Area Cooperative takes an active role to support these complex processes. One such 
example was developing shorter regional food chains which meant new business models with multiple 
actors and multiple knowledge domains needed. A new Food Innovation Hub was established to bring 
diverse actors together to create these new value chains and busines models. Another example was how 
the problem of what to do with bull calves in dairy farms led to a meat cooperative that created additional 
income and a new network of stakeholders, that led to use of public land for grazing. Bringing together 
institutions and stakeholders with different agendas to see the value of collaborations and cooperative 
solutions has been a long process but is showing success. Hans Bergsma shared some tips to create a 
culture of change - find persons with a mindset open to new ideas; start small, when success comes, 
growth comes naturally. The success of the Area Cooperative and IWPs has seen a growth of new area 
cooperatives and innovation hubs. This led to a Regional Innovation Framework with a region cooperative to 
support and coordinate several area cooperatives and IWPs. A long question and answer session followed 
in which Hans Bergsma and his colleague Maarten Groeneveld shared their stories of bringing together local 
businesses, government, education and civil society to build resilient business and local communities. 
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